Case Report - Fibrosarcoma of Ovary
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Abstract

Fibrosarcoma of ovary, a tumour arising de novo or secondary to malignant transformation of benign fibromatous tumours, is an extremely rare malignant sex cord stromal tumour of ovary. As on today, the total number of reported cases throughout the world is not more than hundred. There is no clearcut diagnostic criteria, prognostic factor and treatment modalities. Usually it presents as unilateral solid tumour. It can occur at any age though postmenopausal diagnosis is more frequent. Majority of the patients present with vague abdominal pain and a lump in lower abdomen arising from ovary. Ultrasonographic findings usually reveals unilateral solid homogenous tumour in ovary with uneven echo enhancement and increased vascularity. Serum tumor markers and sex hormones such as CA-125 usually found within normal levels. Peroperative frozen section study often concludes into wrong diagnosis, postoperative histopathological diagnosis usually reveals spindle cells with high mitotic activity with background of fibrous tissue. Depending on mitotic activity, cellular atypia associated with haemorrhage and necrosis, it is differentiated from benign fibroma with mitotic activity. Immunohistochemistry findings may be positive for vimentin, α-inhibin, SMA, estrogen receptor, progesterone receptor. Ki-67 positive rate is associated with degree of severity of malignancy i.e, grading and prognosis. Our case was having the above features and was confirmed postoperatively by histological and later by histochemistry with positive Vimentin and Ki-67. As there were not enough cases to conclude a final treatment protocol, so far treated cases revealed total cytoreductive surgery followed by postoperative chemotherapy has the better prognosis. A round, solid unilateral heterogenous ovarian tumor should be taken in differential diagnosis of ovarian fibrosarcoma. As this is an extremely rare tumour of the ovary, there is usually no rise of specific tumour marker, no conclusive diagnostic criteria available at present, clinical studies involving multicentered approach associated with studies at molecular level is a prime requirement for the gynaecologist to diagnose and treat in a better way in future.
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Introduction:

Fibromas are ovarian sex cord stromal tumors which depending on their mitotic activity can be classified from fibromas to fibrosarcomas.¹ Primary ovarian fibrosarcoma are rare tumour that is considered to arise de novo or secondary to benign fibromatous tumours and comprises less than 1% of ovarian malignancies.² Criteria for diagnosis of fibrosarcoma of ovary were established by Pratt and Scully.³ Number of mitoses is considered as the most important features of diagnosis. Mitotic count up to 3 per 10 HPF are called cellular fibromatous lesion. When mitotic figures ≥4 per 10 HPF but do not have nuclear atypia. They are defined as mitotically active cellular fibroma. When higher mitotic activity and nuclear atypia having aggressive pattern, it is considered as malignant fibrosarcoma.⁴

Most of the fibrosarcoma develops around menopause but it can occur at any age. Among the published studies, the 2-years survival rate was found approximately 55.9%.⁵ Per operative frozen section biopsy is inconclusive and often misleading, the final diagnosis depends on immunohistochemistry as histopathological examination cannot distinguish properly from benign mitotically active fibroma.⁶ As the incidence is too rare, reported cases are too few and are sporadic. Here, we present one case of ovarian fibrosarcoma that presented at Combined Military Hospital (CMH), Cumilla, where no previous reported case of ovarian fibrosarcoma was known. To get a diagnostic protocol and a universally accepted guideline for treatment, accumulated reports from different centers is very much necessary.
Case report:
A 37-year-old woman, para 3+0, presented with the complaints of vague lower abdominal pain for one and half months and a USG finding of pelvic mass, most probably right ovarian origin, about 10x7x6 cm, left ovary was unremarkable and there was no ascites. The tumor had mixed echogenicity containing both solid and cystic components. CA-125 was found mildly raised 58.5 IU/ml, other tumor markers like CA-19-9, CEA, LDH, beta HCG levels were within normal limits. As the patient was young and there was unilateral ovarian tumor, no symptoms or signs of malignancy, tumor markers were not raised, no ascites on USG, frozen section facility was not kept. Patient underwent diagnostic laparoscopy followed by laparotomy in the same sitting. Following opening of abdomen an apparently solid tumor measuring about 10x8 cm was seen in right ovary. The tumor had yellowish fat like tissue inside, no papillary projection or breech in the capsule was seen. The left ovary was found apparently normal in size and shape. There was no collection in the pelvic cavity and POD had no deposit. Considering her age, tumor marker reports and per operative findings, right sided salpingo-oophorectomy was done. The postoperative period was uneventful. The patient was discharged on 8th post operative day. Gross appearance of the tumor in histopathology report revealed a single ovarian mass 10x7x6 cm, solid and homogeneous with Fallopian tube 70 mm overlying it. (figure-1)

Microscopic findings revealed highly cellular stromal tumor composed of fascicles of pleomorphic spindle cells, arranged in interlacing pattern, embedded in scanty fibrotic stroma. Mitosis was seen frequently. Focal area of necrosis was seen. Immunohistochemistry (741/21)- the tumor cells showed the following immunophenotype: Vimentin positive; SMA, inhibin, cytokeratin, calretinin- negative. About 5% cell had positive Ki-67. After getting the histopathology report the patient was reevaluated by oncologist and placed in tumor board. CT Scan done revealed prominent left ovary 4x3.5x3 cm with multiple small cysts, mildly enhanced solid portions of ovary, no secondary deposits were seen in any part of abdomen and pelvis. Tumor board was held on 19.4.2021 and board recommended review of the slide for grading of the tumor and adjuvant chemotherapy using EP schedule. Patient got chemotherapy as per schedule and was on regular follow up. Till now there is no feature of recurrence or metastasis.

Discussion:
Primary ovarian fibrosarcoma is an extremely rare malignant sex cord stromal tumour.\textsuperscript{7,8} They are considered to have originated directly from stromal cells around the sex cord of ovarian follicles or from malignant transformation of a benign fibroma.\textsuperscript{1,9} Although most of them appear in menopausal and postmenopausal women, this tumour can occur at any age. Patients usually present with pain and swelling of abdomen due to presence of rapidly progressing pelvic mass. Normally the tumour is unilateral and adherent with the adjacent pelvic organs due to breakage of capsule and presence of infiltrative margins. Fortunately, our patient’s tumor was moderate in size without having broken capsule and adhesions. Microscopically there is presence of mitotic figure 4 or more per 10 HPF with nuclear atypia with presence of necrosis and haemorrhage.\textsuperscript{8} In some cases, trisomy 12 or 18 has been reported in these neoplasms.\textsuperscript{5} Due to early distant metastasis and resistance to some adjuvant chemotherapy, the survival rate is around 2 years and prognosis is poor.\textsuperscript{6} Recently several cases with long posttreatment survival have been reported. Our patient, after getting chemotherapy, showed no symptoms of recurrence or metastasis for 2 years.
Primary ovarian fibrosarcoma has many diagnostic dilemmas. First of all, there is no specific immunohistochemical staining or molecular type for this tumour. All the stromal cell tumour including tumour containing muscles are spindle shaped. In addition the mitotic activity is variable in different specimen of same type of tumour. Some Krukenberg tumour, epithelial tumour and sarcomoid tumour have similar spindle shaped cells as that of fibrosarcoma which should be differentiated from it by extensive sampling. Primary ovarian leiomyosarcoma and ovarian invasion from uterine origin have histology like fibrous tumour but can be separated by the presence of higher grade of pleomorphism and specific immunohistochemical stain for smooth muscle. Ovarian fibrosarcoma is differentiated from other sex cord stromal tumour by doing stain for inhibin though some stromal cells may be positive. According to some reports, the immunohistochemistry for Ki-67 is indicative of its proliferative activity, degree of malignancy and prognosis. Our patient’s tumour had mitotic activity to 4, positive for Ki-67, suggestive of primary ovarian fibrosarcoma. In addition, vimentin, SMA, estrogen receptor, progesterone receptor may also be positive. Our patient’s tumour was positive for Vimentin. In the differential diagnosis of these spindle-shaped lesions, we should also consider the possibility of gastrointestinal stromal tumours involving the ovary; in these cases, immunostain for CD117 or molecular studies, evaluating c-kit mutations, would be essential. Endometrial stromal sarcomas gradually invade ovary, so it should be kept as differential diagnosis specially those contain spindle shaped cell pattern. They are positive for CD10 in immunohistochemistry. Rare tumours like dendritic cell neoplasm and melanoma have occasional spindle shaped cells or sarcomatoid pattern. As ovarian fibrosarcoma is an extremely rare tumour, there is no universally accepted guidelines for treatment. Among the previously diagnosed cases, treatment varied from unilateral adnexectomy to complete cytoreductive surgery (hysterectomy + bilateral adnexectomy + omentectomy + appendicectomy + pelvic and/or abdominal lymphadenectomy), but early and thorough surgery is preferred in all cases. Surgical staging is necessary in every case and cytoreduction should be performed as completely as possible. Fertility preservation surgery in young patient is still debatable. Postsurgical adjuvant radiotherapy and chemotherapy should be selected on individual basis. As it was stage I tumour, following unilateral salpingooophorectomy, our patient received postoperative chemotherapy with EP schedule.

Ovarian fibrosarcoma is an extremely rare but aggressive tumour so the survival rate is 1 year and it usually depends on the modality of treatment given. Patient undergoing complete cytoreductive surgery followed by adjuvant chemoradiotherapy has better prognosis than patient with unilateral adnexectomy or surgery plus radiotherapy (100% vs 27.9%, p-value 0.002). In multivariate analysis, the FIGO staging and treatment have independent prognostic factor but age, tumour size, mitotic activity and other prognostic factor were not statistically significant. Though in our patient unilateral adnexectomy followed by adjuvant chemotherapy given, still after 2 years of treatment there is no sign of recurrence or metastasis. Though small in number of patients for making a comment, there was recommendation for total cytoreductive surgery with staging followed by adjuvant chemoradiotherapy in maximum cases.

Conclusion:
Primary ovarian fibrosarcoma is an extremely rare malignant sexcord stromal tumour. So whenever a unilateral, heterogeneous, largely round solid lesion is detected at the preoperative examination, it should be kept in differential diagnosis. The diagnostic dilemma and its resemblance with other stromal tumour and metastatic tumour containing spindle shaped cell makes it difficult to detect its treatment and prognosis. For this reason, multicentered approach is needed for establishing an universally accepted diagnostic and treatment protocol.
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